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ContextContext
There is some evidence that:

 Initially stronger effects and subsequent contradictions are not infrequent 
in highly cited research of clinical interventions and their outcomes. 

 Claims from highly cited observational studies persist and continue to be 
supported in the medical literature despite strong contradictory evidence 
from randomized trials. 

 Newly discovered true (non-null) associations often have inflated effects 
compared with the true effect sizes. 

 Publication bias is a major concern and may be more widespread than we 
think;  some have also challenged the conventional publishing model

 Even within published studies  selective reporting of positive outcomes in  Even within published studies, selective reporting of positive outcomes in 
randomized trials as well as observational studies appears to be frequent

 Lack of replication of research findings and over-interpretation of findings 
are other concerns,  especially in some fields
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ContextContext

 All of these likely result in "optimism bias" —unwarranted belief in the 
efficacy of new therapies, and overinterpretation of the applicability of 
findingsfindings

 Optimism bias is more likely in industry-supported research

 Optimism bias and conflicting study findings appear to be eroding the 
public’s faith in research

 Even among some researchers, there is concern that most published 
research findings may be false!
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Publication bias and selective publicationPublication bias and selective publication

While almost all trials with “positive” results 
on antidepressants had been published, trials 
with “negative” results submitted to the US 
Food and Drug Administration, with few 
exceptions, remained either unpublished or 
were published with the results presented so 
that they would appear “positive” 
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NonNon--replicated studies and publication bias replicated studies and publication bias ––
especially in genetic and biomarker studiesespecially in genetic and biomarker studies
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Even within published studies, selective Even within published studies, selective 
reporting of outcomesreporting of outcomes
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In RCTs In observational studies

8PLoS Med 2005
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As researchers in tuberculosis we As researchers in tuberculosis we 
asked the question:asked the question:

“is there evidence for ‘optimism bias’ in TB “is there evidence for ‘optimism bias’ in TB 

We present several case studies to answer We present several case studies to answer 
this questionthis question

pp
diagnostic research?”diagnostic research?”
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Several new diagnostics are in the pipeline
But do they work? Will optimism bias prove to be a 
big issue?
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Case study 1:Case study 1:

How much evidence is sufficient for How much evidence is sufficient for 
commercialization?commercialization?commercialization?commercialization?
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Promising new Point of Care test: Promising new Point of Care test: 
LAM antigen detectionLAM antigen detection

Sensitivity 93%

Specificity 95%
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Early data lead to rapid commercialization and Early data lead to rapid commercialization and 
marketing of a urine LAM assaymarketing of a urine LAM assay

231 patients with suspected pulmonary TB and 103 healthy volunteers were screened with standard TB tests 
and with the new LAM-ELISA. 

Of 132 patients with positive sputum culture, 106 were positive using the LAM-ELISA (sensitivity 80.3%)

To define the specificity of the assay, urine samples from 103 healthy volunteers were also screened using 
LAM-ELISA. All but one had an optical density below the cut-off (specificity 99%).
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Marketed in 2007/08 by Inverness Marketed in 2007/08 by Inverness 
Medical InnovationsMedical Innovations
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Subsequent evidence from field studies in Subsequent evidence from field studies in 
India, S Africa, Zimbabwe, TanzaniaIndia, S Africa, Zimbabwe, Tanzania

Minion et al. Under review 15

LessonsLessons

 Rapid commercialization on the basis of early data may be 
problematic (especially case-control studies that can exaggerate 
accuracy estimates)

 Thorough field evaluation in diverse settings (e.g. varying HIV 
prevalence) should have been done

 This case study raises an interesting question: at what point in time 
after a test is introduced should meta-analyses be done?after a test is introduced should meta analyses be done?
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Case study 2:Case study 2:

How should we design and analyze How should we design and analyze 
diagnostic studies?diagnostic studies?diagnostic studies?diagnostic studies?
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Serologic (antibody) tests for TBSerologic (antibody) tests for TB
 Attractive ... especially if point of care (POC) option

 >80 antigenic targets evaluated and several commercial assays developed>80 antigenic targets evaluated and several commercial assays developed

 All existing serologic tests have failed to demonstrate adequate accuracy

Thorax 2007

PLoS Medicine 2007

ClinVaccine Immunol 2009
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Sensitivity varies from 0 Sensitivity varies from 0 –– 100%100%

Steingart, CVI 2009 19

WHO evaluation of 19 commercial WHO evaluation of 19 commercial 
serological tests for TBserological tests for TB

20TDR/WHO Report 2008
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Why do these tests fail in field Why do these tests fail in field 
studies?studies?

A large % were
case-control studies

Confirmed TB cases
Vs.
Healthy controls (often
f  l i id  i )from low-incidence countries)

21

Spectrum bias (a form of selection bias)Spectrum bias (a form of selection bias)

 Population used for evaluating the test:
◦ Extreme contrast
 Case control design Case-control design

◦ Normal contrast (Indicated population)
 Consecutively recruited patients in whom the disease is suspected

 Extreme contrast (spectrum bias) can result in overestimation of 
test accuracy
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Case-control
design results in
optimistic accuracy

Rutjes et al. CMAJ 2006
23

We find this in TB as well:We find this in TB as well:
Example: PCR tests for TB meningitisExample: PCR tests for TB meningitis

Case-control studies had a
two-fold higher diagnostic 
odds ratios than
cross-sectional studies

Pai et al. Lancet Infect Dis 2003 24
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LED microscopy for sputum LED microscopy for sputum 
examinationexamination

 Cross Sectional Studies  Case Control Studies

Sensitivity 72.6%
(69.2, 75.8)

Specificity 96.9
(92.1, 98.8)

Sensitivity 88.7%
(81.4, 93.4)

Specificity: 98.6%
(97.3, 99.3)
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Minion et al. Unpublished 25

Analysis of diagnostic studiesAnalysis of diagnostic studies

 It is not uncommon to see researchers:
◦ Excluding patients or controls with no definitive diagnoses ◦ Excluding patients or controls with no definitive diagnoses 

(“diagnostic myopia bias”)

◦ Excluding indeterminate or inconclusive results

◦ Perform post-hoc “discrepant” analysis to move numbers within 2 
x 2 tables

 Such analyses often result in spuriously inflated 
accuracy estimatesaccuracy estimates
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Example: exclusion of Example: exclusion of indeterminatesindeterminates can can 
inflate accuracy estimatesinflate accuracy estimates

 If indeterminatesIf indeterminates
are included:
◦ Sens = 74%

 If indeterminates
are excluded:
◦ Sens = 86%

27
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LessonsLessons
 Early case-control studies are often used to promote and market tests

 But a large proportion of tests fail, once they are used in real world settings 
(e g  large number of failed commercial serological tests)(e.g. large number of failed commercial serological tests)

 Case-control studies exaggerate accuracy estimates, especially if the two-
gate approach is used

 Certain data analytic approaches can also inflate accuracy estimates

 Diagnostic studies can begin as case-control studies, but need to move 
beyond that to prospective studies in clinically indicated populations

 Even accuracy data may be insufficient to decide on clinical impact

 Regulatory agencies should demand prospective data and not just rely on  Regulatory agencies should demand prospective data and not just rely on 
case-control accuracy studies
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Case study 3:Case study 3:

Where should TB tests be evaluated Where should TB tests be evaluated 
d hi h l ti   d hi h l ti   and which populations are and which populations are 

appropriate?appropriate?
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It is not uncommon to see TB test It is not uncommon to see TB test 
evaluations where: evaluations where: 

 Cases come from a high-incidence country and 
controls from a low-incidence country

 Tests work well in a low-incidence country and fall 
apart in a high-incidence country

 Tests that work well in immunocompetent persons fail  Tests that work well in immunocompetent persons fail 
in populations with high HIV prevalence

31

Example: cases from Zambia and Example: cases from Zambia and 
controls from Englandcontrols from England
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Lack of discrimination in TB endemic Lack of discrimination in TB endemic 
settings: examplesettings: example

Mycobacterium tuberculosis–specific 
ESAT-6 and CFP-10 antibody 
responses

Tanzanian 
cases

Danish 
controls

Hoff et al. Clinical Infectious Diseases 2007; 45:575–82

Ethiopia
33

Variation in performanceVariation in performance in high in high vsvs low endemic low endemic 
countriescountries: example: example

High incidence countries

Low incidence countries
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MycoDot was hailed to 
be a breakthrough 

HIV can proveHIV can prove to be the acid test for any test!to be the acid test for any test!
Example of Example of MycoDotMycoDot

because it was a simple 
dipstick test

Commercialized and 
marketed by Mossman 
Associates (with support 
of PATH)of PATH)

Package insert: sensitivity of 70% and specificity of 95%

35

But when the test was evaluated in countries with high But when the test was evaluated in countries with high 
HIV prevalence, the performance was disastrousHIV prevalence, the performance was disastrous

Sens in HIV+ = 26% Sens in HIV+ = 25%

36

Despite these results, the test is still available on the market!
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LessonsLessons
 TB evaluation studies must be done in high TB incidence 

countries, especially in high HIV prevalent settings

 Performance outcomes from low incidence countries may be 
deceptive and not reflect the performance in high incidence 
settings where the challenges include:
◦ HIV
◦ Severe TB
◦ High background prevalence of TB infection
◦ Widespread BCG vaccination

M l i i◦ Malnutrition
◦ Other diseases that can affect performance (e.g.  worm infestations)

 If tests perform well in TB/HIV endemic countries, then they 
are likely to hold up well!

37

Case study 4:Case study 4:

Who should conduct TB diagnostic Who should conduct TB diagnostic gg
studies?studies?
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Industry involvement in drug trials and its Industry involvement in drug trials and its 
impact on study outcomes and conclusionsimpact on study outcomes and conclusions

BMJ 2002CMAJ 2004

BMJ 2003JAMA 2003

39

Industry involvement in diagnostic Industry involvement in diagnostic 
studies?studies?

About 40% of TB, HIV, Malaria diagnostic studies had industry involvement or
known conflict of interest

Fontela P et al. PLoS One 2009 40
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Industry involvement in TB diagnostic Industry involvement in TB diagnostic 
studies: example from IGRA literaturestudies: example from IGRA literature

41

Of the 38 studies in the meta-analysis, 21 (55%) had some sort of 
industry involvement or support, such as sponsorship, donation of test 
kits, participation in advisory boards, involvement of test developers, or 
ownership of patents.

Industry involvement in TB, HIV, Malaria Industry involvement in TB, HIV, Malaria 
studies and likely impact: McGillstudies and likely impact: McGill--TDR/WHO TDR/WHO 
studystudy

Pai, Fontela, Dendukuri, Ramsay, et al. 42
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Industry involvement in TB studies and likely Industry involvement in TB studies and likely 
impact: commercial IGRAsimpact: commercial IGRAs

 We searched for cost-effectiveness studies on commercial IFN-gamma 
release assays

 We found a total of 10 studies

 Of these 6 studies had industry involvement of some sort
◦ 2 of 6 had CEO of a test making company as author!

Of h  6 di  i h i d  i l   ALL l d d i  f f  Of the 6 studies with industry involvement:  ALL concluded in favor of 
the commercial test and claimed superior cost-effectiveness

 Of the 4 independent studies, two were in favor of the test, and two 
were cautious and recommended a more selective use of the test
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Industry involvement in TB studies and likely Industry involvement in TB studies and likely 
impact: commercial IGRAsimpact: commercial IGRAs

Independent studiesStudies with industry involvement
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FASTPlaqueFASTPlaque tests for drugtests for drug--resistant TBresistant TB

Minion J et al. ITJLD 2010 45

LessonsLessons
 When test developers do the studies, test performance is always good; 

performance is less optimal when others try to replicate the results
◦ may be suppression of unfavourable data

◦ may just be a learning curve issue (test developers  by definition  understand the ◦ may just be a learning curve issue (test developers, by definition, understand the 
test better and know how to make it work!)

 While industry is critical for test development and commercialization, test 
evaluations should, ideally, be done independent of industry support

 At the very least, industry involvement should be clearly disclosed in all 
publications and presentations

 Industry and test developers should definitely not be involved in guideline 
and policy development
◦ At least 17 countries have guidelines and statements on IGRAs

◦ Vast majority of these guidelines had no disclosures on conflicts of interest
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Case study 5:Case study 5:

C   t t th  k  i t?C   t t th  k  i t?Can we trust the package insert?Can we trust the package insert?

47

Commercial package inserts always provide Commercial package inserts always provide 
data on test accuracy: can we trust them?data on test accuracy: can we trust them?

According to the company, this test has 89%
sensitivity in active TB2009 package insert
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Updated metaUpdated meta--analyses on sensitivity of analyses on sensitivity of 
QuantiFERONQuantiFERON--TB Gold In TubeTB Gold In Tube

Pooled estimate was about 79%
49

More examples...More examples...

Test Package 
insert sens

Package 
insert spec

Meta-
analysis sens

Meta-
analysis spec

FASTPlaque-
Response

96 – 100% 99 – 100% 95% 95%

Anda-TB IgG 85 - 90% 85 - 100 % 60 - 75% ~90%

MycoDot 70% 95% 26% - 76% 84% - 97%

Clearview TB 
ELISA

81% (HIV+) 93 – 98% 56% (HIV+) 95%

GenoType
MDTBDrplus

99% 99% 98% 99%

Gen-Probe 
MTD

97% (S+)
72 (S-)

100% (S+)
99% (S-)

97% (S+)
76% (S-)

96% (S+)
95% (S-)
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LessonsLessons
 Company package inserts often present optimistic estimates based on 

small in-house evaluations that are usually sponsored by the companies

 Lab professionals and clinicians must be critical of advertised estimates 
of accuracy and performance

 Even when contradictory data are published, companies may not revise 
their package inserts or advertisements

 There is very little post-marketing surveillance of diagnostics and 
devices

 Regulatory agencies may not require companies to revise their package 
insertsinserts

 Poorly performing tests may, in fact, never get pulled off the market
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Case study 6:Case study 6:

Should we expect tests to be Should we expect tests to be pp
transferable and replicable?transferable and replicable?

Transferability: technologies that work well in the Transferability: technologies that work well in the 
hands of developers will not necessarily work well hands of developers will not necessarily work well 

52

hands of developers will not necessarily work well hands of developers will not necessarily work well 
everywhereeverywhere

EgEg. MODS, phage. MODS, phage assaysassays
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MODS: developed in MODS: developed in 
Peru Peru –– performs performs 
excellentexcellent

Sensitivity better than LJ 

Implemented in India Implemented in India 
–– performs poorlyperforms poorly

(98 vs. 84%)

Fast turnaround time 
(1 week vs. 6 weeks+)

p p yp p y

Sensitivity 80%

Issues with contamination

Issues with reliability
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FASTPlaqueFASTPlaque phage phage 
assay assay –– performed well performed well 
when done by industrywhen done by industry

100% sens

Implemented in KenyaImplemented in Kenya ––
performs poorlyperforms poorly

100% sens
100% spec

Despite upgrading the lab:

Low accuracy (31% sens; 95% 
spec)

Issues with contamination (nearly 
have were not interpretable)
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ReplicationReplication

 There are many examples of novel tests for TB that 
show great promise  but do not get replicatedshow great promise, but do not get replicated

 Or subsequent results are disappointing and 
commercialization is abandoned

 Or test may be quite good, but impossible to develop 
and manufacture in a cost-effective wayand manufacture in a cost-effective way

 Results in a graveyard of inexplicably abandoned 
diagnostics
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Example: MPB64 Example: MPB64 skin patch test (skin patch test (SequellaSequella Inc.)Inc.)

Early data in 1998:

Pai M et al. Exp Rev Mol Diagn 2006;6(3):423-432; Image courtesy Sequella Inc.

Sensitivity: 98%
Specificity: 100%

In 2010, still not commercially available – plans have been abandoned
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LessonsLessons
 Many novel tests and tools are bound to fail

 We need to appreciate the “failure rate” of new tests and interventions

 Replication, in diverse settings, is required, before proceeding with 
commercialization and clinical use

 Transferability of technologies must receive attention; tests need to be 
robust if they have to work well in all settings

 Tests that work well in the hands of developers may not work well in field 
settings, especially in resource-limited countries

 Single studies are never sufficient for policy and guideline development; we 
need more extensive evidence

 Even accuracy data are not sufficient for evidence-based policies
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Will Will XpertXpert MTB/RIF survive “optimism MTB/RIF survive “optimism 
bias”?bias”?

 Validation data and early demonstration data look 
very good

 Not much “real world” experience in resource-
limited and routine programmatic settings

 Impact of “point-of-treatment” use is not 
demonstrated
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